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7tasty
iced cream

Preparation needs rigorously the use of a slush machine
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ice coffee
gourmet
gourmet iced coffee

Selected blends and an intense
aroma meet up in a soft

coffee cream 

30 min

450g x 1,5L milk

-5° C

39 x 50g

level

Item Number IN0121

8x 450g

slush machine



cuor di 
fragola
strawberry cream

Colourful and tipically springy:
the strawberry.
A fresh and sweet-tooth ingredient
with an overwhelming flavour.
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Item Number IN0125

8x 450g

30 min

450g x 1,5L milk

-5° C

39 x 50g

level

slush machine
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greek yogurt

yogurt
greco

Creaminess, lightness 
and flavour combined in 
a unique fresh product.

Delicious and nutritious.

30 min

450g x 1,5L milk

-5° C

Item Number IN0123

8x 450g

39 x 50g

level

slush machine



ice ginseng
iced ginseng

The energiser perfume of the 
ginseng in an enchanting cream

Unmistakable and young flavour.
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30 min

450g x 1,5L milk

-5° C

Item Number IN0122

8x 450g

39 x 50g

level

slush machine



crema
cappuccino
cappuccino cream

Perfect to give yourself a pleasing 
and thirst-quenching break

Creamy dessert with a strong 
cappuccino flavour. 
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30 min

450g x 1,5L milk

-5° C

Item Number IN0124

8x 450g

39 x 50g

level

slush machine
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ice

cioccolato
vegan

vegan iced  chocolate

Healty and delicious, the pleasure 
of a dessert with a distinctive 

chocolate taste

30 min

800g x 1L water

-5° C

36 x 50g

Item Number IN0130

5x 800glevel

slush machine
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ice milk
iced milk

Cold milky cream that 
dissolves in your mouth 
releasing a delicate and 

creamy flavour.

30 min

450g x 1,5L milk

-5° C

39 x 50g

Item Number IN0190

8x 450glevel

slush machine



18

fragranCES

MIX BERRIES
antonella

Delicious sweet and velvety 
fragrances enrich your 

personal iced-milk cream.

6x1Kg

WHITE
CHOCOLATE

DARK
CHOCOLATE

mou

cocONUT



20
fragrances
MIX BERRIES
Item number IN0176

antonella
Item number In0174

DARK CHOCOLATE
Item number In0182

Item number In0181

Item number In0175

Item number In0173

WHITE CHOCOLATE

mou

cocONUT



Dissolve the product into water or milk, on the basis of the recipe, blend and pour the mixture in the slush machine

PREPARAtion
with slush machine

water or milk

TIME

PORTION

TEMPERATURE

SLUSH MACHINE

BLENDER

PORTIONS

DIFFICULTY

CARTON

GLUTEN FREE

LACTOSE FREE

VEGAN OK CERTIFICATION

KOSHER CERTIFICATION

HALAL CORRECT CERTIFICATION

BOWL

WATER - MILK

BAG

ICE

SOLUBLE

FLAVOUR
ENHANCER

LEGEND

It contains data and indicative features that could be changed at any time 
and without notice.

The pictures in this catalogue are representative and  could be different 
from the actual size of the items.

This catalogue is reserved exclusively for professional traders, buyers and 
customers, it does not contain guidance for consumers.

The contents of the catalogue is for information only.

It is prohibited to copy this catalogue in part or in total without written 
permission from Tecnoblend Srl.

Tecnoblend Srl reserves the right to remove or edit items in this catalog, 
for technical and/or commercial reasons, without any advance warning.

Legal Notes
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